Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 25?

Police Crime Report No 277
As seen on TV the promised Brisbane
Lord Mayor’s press release: - why
BALANCE THE FUTURE?

As simple as the theory and the practice,
the need to preserve water.
Why the crime stoppers direction
DOB IN A CRIMINAL?
How do we smash fraud, our No1 crime?
Is self regulation enough?
Why write Police Crime Reports?
During an interview, reference the
Fitzgerald Report, two CIB Detectives
directed “Keep your mouth shut or we will
be back.” Later Police Commissioner Terry
Lewis was put in prison for 14 years.
Why did the Police call it
THE JOKE?
What did we learn? Police ethics/protocol,
The court joke “It’s not relevant,”
The public service “It’s not our problem,”
The community “Who cares?”
As evidence & proof, what has our Police
Minister done armed with 280 Police Crime
Reports? Why has Asst. Com. Pat Doonan
confirmed how the fraud came about?
Why was there no secretary or record of
our meeting, just as there was none prior
at the fraud squad with no video tape?
Why ignore standard Police ethical
standards and protocol to create
PROVEN SUPREME COURT FRAUD?

How to put theory into practice, to create a winner?
Standard management procedure, write it down as crime
reports as directed by the court and Police.
Natural justice is the process of many factors. As Area
Commander Superintendent John Hopgood instructed over a 4
year period “Just follow the Police checklist.” He would say
quote “What is your point today?” Why the need to gain
your clarity?
As a consequence the Lord Mayor backed up with his TV 'Can
Do' policy. Hence the need to work with the Brisbane City
Council Internal Investigation Department who directed “Set
out this case so that the Queensland Police Force get the
credit for a job well done.” To ensure we work more closely
as a team as Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter Martin
correctly identified with his intelligent investigation.
· Last week in following the Lord Mayor's direction my son
attended a law seminar at the Marriott Hotel. The
Honourable Mr. Justice J.D.M. Muir gave a presentation
on preparing for trial. The same Judge confessed quote “I
have no understanding or clarity.” Why then did he
bankrupt Badja Pty Ltd? When will he make a correction
due to the passage of time that our ex-DPP Barrister Davida
Ellen Williams is now a confessed forger, fraudster and
prisoner? Davida is responsible for the loss of millions of
dollars due to the confessed mishandling of our case by
abandonment.
· Paul McQuade Barrister Queensland Bar lectured on the
successful conduct of insolvency liquidation. The same
Barrister who directed my son quote “Do not expect to get
justice in the Supreme Court. Always look to mediate.”
Hence the details of the multiple vexatious acts, the violence
and intimidation confessed by the Head
Contractor/'bagman' in his restraining order in the Dispute
Solution Centre File No3117 Brisbane dated 27/02/2001.
Then came the CIB, Police Crime Reports and the in-home
invasions and nun chucker attack. Hence based on Barrister
McQuade's direction Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie ruled
“To mediate a solution.” To provide the money trail where
the Head Contractor had gained the contract price of
$358,000 plus $255,000 more, with up to 300% of extras.
Money given away by the scapegoat Risk Management
Policy of Grahame Ledwidge who refused our direction to
study the solution, a) JF & Pike's independent valuation.
b) The Head Contractor's $200,000 or 2 blocks of land
extortion demand. c) Finally the in-home invasion and
nun chucker attack for a $47,962 ignored extortion
demand, organised by the 'bagman'. d) Exposed by the
CIB's fabricated stealing charges, proven unlawful by
criminal code S391. (Abandoned property) e) Covered
up by the prisoner Williams Attorney General's scam not
to sue the Police for wrongful arrest, providing we
signed a release, not to charge the Police. f) The

Brisbane Magistrates Courts Registrars backup
procedure. g) The $10,000 insurance scam where we
decided enough was enough. h) My son also worked in
the Brisbane City Council Inspection Section. He was
conversant with SAA Law. i) He has previously won in
court with the law of probability using the expertise of Tim
Allen our accountant, an expert in the money trail to win
our case. j) Hence this time we paid our accountant
$10,000 to provide a written damages confession. To
prove liability similar to the bank payment of $25,000. k)
Plus undervaluing the sale price by $250,000 by
agreement with bank Relationship Manager James
Pitman. l) We followed the Magistrates Court Registrar's
direction to find a technical solution. m) This offsets the
Supreme and District Court Registrar Ian Mitchell's
consistent action in directing court, staff and any
associated public servants to throw our Police Crime
Reports in the bin, which we find both fraudulent and
offensive. n) Hence Magistrate Austin was tricked over
the $10,000 insurance scam. o) This led to Judge Muir's
confessed confusion to liquidate Badja Pty Ltd. p) The
Attorney General Rod Welford has now confessed his
error, due to the prisoner Davida Ellen Williams's
previous friendship. q) Davida conspired against us,
causing us to spend over $500,000 in total for legal costs.
r) Why would Davida in using 5 names that we know of,
use her networking ability throughout the DPP, court and
Police Operations Branch? s) Was it to deceive the
various Judges who knew and trusted her as a Court
Officer? t) Was it through court networking Davida was
able to run a conspiracy to cause the loss of millions of
dollars to mums and dads retirement funds, first home
buyers and Badja Pty Ltd as the developer?
· The principle we have used after being told of “The (criminal)
ruse to run our subdivision at a loss to claim ownership
by non completion” was to use the due process of the law.
With Police control, correction, risk management and
ultimately to move forward with Police rescue. As we have
been told over and over “You may have got your Barrister
into prison but you have not got your money back, so why
waste your time?” We followed the Legal Ombudsman's
advice, “To forget about the money for the moment and
concentrate on the law (natural justice).”
· Following the process of law, we established our primary
goal. To gain Commonwealth Bank payment of $25,000 to
admit liability, gain confessions of guilt and to prove the
bank, the 'bagman' and the ex-Barrister are guilty. The
solution is as directed by the Brisbane City Council Internal
Investigation Department, “Set out this case so the
Queensland Police get the credit for a job well done.” To
build Police confidence, not failure. The Asst Com. Pat
Doonan has confessed. To mean, he has allowed neglect

and incompetency to permit organised crime to destroy
our lives, on the basis that he over ruled the Chief of
Staff and the Area Commander as the senior Police
Officer in charge. (We have isolated the problem) It's
obvious he has gone directly against the advice of the
Premier and Commissioner, backed up by senior Police
administration. Hence the 4 Supreme Court Judges in
summing up, to mediate, disclose no clarity warrants the
5 year prison term that was threatened.
· Do you see how Chris Watts Commonwealth Bank
mediation expert identified the bank fraud and was only too
happy to give the mess back to Grahame Ledwidge, who
initiated the fraud? Who will pay the price by law? Working in
the world of reality, what is the next step? Using the concept
of mathematics and the law of probability our principle is to
stay with the Police checklist, to control and correct with
Risk Management, the rescue of the mums and dads
retirement funds, etc. How can this be achieved? By
extending the warning of Supreme Court Judge Byrne by
the law of association. If you are involved in this
conspiracy you can be charged with fraud and gain up
to a 5 years prison sentence. 'The ruse' is now on a
website for the Brisbane City Council administration and
Internal Investigation Department. Also available in the
'Public Notice' section of the Courier Mail in reference
Supreme Court disclosure solution www.all-fraud.net. The
ruse was to run our 22 block subdivision, to claim ownership
by non completion. A $255,000 'slush fund' was created to
fund the violence, thuggery and court costs, to liquidate in
the Supreme Court.
· Hence the expertise of the Asian approach of 'simulation'
as a University Degree, to gain entrapment and also use the
expertise of the CIB, law, accountancy, Church 1% 'Sisters
of Mercy' shareholder Risk Management, engineering and
SAA law. To do exactly as confirmed by John Koek Baseline
Civil Engineers, “To complete our subdivision, pay our
subcontractors and then lay fraud charges.” The
problem being organised crime as Rob Wilson confirmed in
422/2000-2 Magistrates Court Holland Park quote “If I go
down, lots of people will go down with me.” Hence the
obvious conspiracy, the 4 year delay, the ex-DPP Barrister
networking and plea bargaining to plead guilty to $1.3 million
bank fraud only. On the initial understanding that there
would be no gaol term, only a suspended sentence.
· If it was not for these Police Crime Reports where it's
reported up to $20 billion a year goes missing in fraud,
Australia's No1 crime. In the knowledge now in the
community's handling of fraud in a similar fashion to say,
mental health. Anyone who trusts their Barrister, Solicitor,
bank or accountant as far as the community is concerned
quote “Must be a fool and deserves all they get.” Hence
we study legal advice given in reference to the Lexis Nexis

conference as part of the division of Reedelsevier, a world
leading provider of information, direction and solutions, to
provide accuracy, clarity and dependability. (Completing the
circle) Hence having lost millions of dollars to confessed
fraud, our strategy remains constant. Based on the law of
association, conspiracy-networking is identified as fraud. In
addition the law of accession, as networking was used to
cover-up the in-home invasion and nun chucker attack by
the CIB Detective Trevor Kidd by laying fabricated charges
for stealing. Covered up by the fraudulent actions of the
fraud squad Detective Sergeant Brett Heath in disobeying
Police ethical standards and protocol in not tape
recording his interview. (Proving fraud) Covered up by
the prisoner's Attorney General's release scam. As
exposed by Area Commander John Hopgood - Chief of Staff
Peter Martin backed by Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson.
We are still waiting for the Police Minister Judy Spence
to study our Police Crime Reports. To explain why there
was no secretary on hand as standard Police procedure,
th
reference this major fraud case, on the 15 May 2005, to
provide a press release to expose this most serious
multiple fraud. To backup and support Premier Peter
Beattie and his team to follow up on the 'Smart State' and
Lord Mayor's 'Can Do' policy. To zero in on the Billion Dollar
fraud in the building and construction industry. Due to the
fact that the Brisbane City Council do not have a Police
Force to lay charges in the building and construction
industry. Hence by the due process of law as experts in the
field being conversant with SAA law as a team of experts in
following standard Police procedure, it's a matter of
determining the next step, a) to concentrate on the due
process of law and create the law of abandonment, to
require the Police to make a legal correction, or b) to process
this case as a conspiracy by the Commonwealth Bank, the
contractor / 'bagman', the Police Operations Branch led by
our Barrister.
· Hence the importance by law to call in all the experts. For
example Mrs Drummond, the wife of the prosecutor who
succeeded in putting the Police Commissioner Terry Lewis
in prison for 14 years. We need both her and your family's
support as a networking system to fight organised crime on a
political basis. We take help wherever we can find it.
(Time for the Crime Stoppers to act for law reform)
Please act!
· It's obvious the Commonwealth Banks policy is to back up
the perjury of Grahame Ledwidge and the 'bagman' Robert
Wilson and the vexatious acts used by his 4th Solicitor James
Conomos in the ruse to liquidate our 22 block subdivision.
It's also obvious instead of paying our accountant Tim Allen
$10,000 we could have paid that same $10,000 to add to
Robert Wilson's fabricated claims. Hence no bankruptcy
or entrapment to prove our case. We could have simply

sacked him. In studying criminology and the Police
checklist to win in court, it is important to have a 'Dead
Corporate Body'. This is standard criminal procedure to
work backwards. Hence the importance to crystallise the
loss and examine the details of the $10,000 proof of our
accountant's damages confession in ripping up his
contract to lose money, up to $115,000 gross plus costs.
· This exposes the CIB cover-up. Why did the Asst. Com. rule
no further Police action? Does he understand all-fraud to
abandon, litigate and liquidate = fraud? Could you do a
better job to explain the details? Understood by the Brisbane
City Council Internal Investigation Department. We must
use the strength of the Commonwealth Bank, Chris Watts as
mediation expert and his direction “We must protect our
mothers at all cost.” To create a winning team to remove
the scapegoat Risk Management policy known by law as
'self greed and self gain.' Hence to be unconscionable by
law, we must gain your clarity, thus prove 'fraud by
abandonment.' Hence sooner or later as a team we will
create 'the law of abandonment' to find the legal solution
where we were threatened “If this was Melbourne we
would blow you away in the street.” On an Australia wide
basis Melbourne and Sydney with a much larger population
have greater organised crime. So far Western Australia is
the leader, as best explained by ABC television in crime
correction. Hence '4 Corners' promotion of the book
'Broken Lives' and the need to support honest hard
working Police with community support on a technical basis
to expose the fraud where Billions of Dollars go missing in
the building and construction industry. Hence the Police
Commissioner's meeting with the Brisbane City Council, to
find the solution. Unfortunately with self regulation as the
Brisbane City Council Internal Investigation Department
explained, they have no Police ethical standards or protocol
(no Police Force to lay fraud charges). They are forced to
accept the absolute stupidity of a Queensland Police
Inspector Ray Loader stating “The demand for $200,000
or 2 blocks of land is not an extortion demand, it's a
commercial decision. The chances of you meeting with
the Asst. Com. (Pat Doonan) will not happen.” The law
of abandonment is the technical mechanism to help law
reform. Hence
MAKE IT RIGHT MAKE IT HAPPEN
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